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1. Let H be a Hilbert space. By 9(H) we denote the space of all 
infinitely differentiable functions (H-valued) with compact support defined 
on the real line R. A sequence {vn} is said to converge to zero in .9(H) if (i) 
suppv, ) n = 1, 2,... are contained in a fixed compact set KC R, (ii) the 
derivative 0”~~ converges to zero uniformly on K as 1z --f co, k = 0, 1, 2,...; 
D = (l/i) (d/dt). 9(H), the dual of 9(H), represents the space of H-valued 
distributions. 
By LfO,(H) we mean the space of all H-valued functions whose norm is 
square integrable on every compact set of R. We define S$(Ei) for any 
nonnegative integer s as 
Sf?&(h!) = i D’T,; Tk E&C(H) 
I 0 
(1.1) 
The equivalence of the definitions of J?,-:(H) given by (1.1) and [2] can be 
easily verified in the case when s is a nonnegative integer. 
2. Let A be a closed linear operator with domain D, dense in the 
Hilbert space H. For X, y E D, the scalar product may be defined by 
so D, is a Hilbert space. The operator A* with domain D,, (which is also 
a Hilbert space) denote the adjoint of A. 9(DA*) represents the space of all 
infinitely differentiable functions (D,,-valued) with compact support defined 
on R. Let R(/\; A*) = (X1 - A*)-* be the resolvent of A*; h is a complex 
number. 
Throughout this note “const” may not be always the same constant. 
We need the following definition in view of imposing condition on the 
operator A. 
DEFINITION. Let 9 be a family of parallel lines {Im X = 7, : 7, + 03 as 
n + co, T, + -co as n + -co> in the complex &plane. Let T be a positive 
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real number and j, nz be positive integers. \Ve shall say that the resolvent 
R(X; -il*) is of (j, r, m)-growth on .9 if R(h; -q*) exists for h (let 1 A / 3 1) 
outside j-intervals of length 1’ on every line of 9 and for these h 
1 R(h; A*)[ < const. 1 h 171i. (2.1) 
For m = 0 in the above definition, see [l, p. 1311 where Agmon and 
Nirenberg have defined (j, r)-b ounded resolvent on 97+ (9 lying in the upper 
half plane). Later Zaidman [4] considered (j, r)-bounded resolvent on 9 to 
prove: 
THEOREM A. If R(h; A *) is ( j, r)-bounded on 9 then fey every f EJC$,,(H) 
the abstract diSferentia1 equation Du - Au = f  has at least one weak solution 
u EL&,(H), i.e., 
.a 
J 
--x: (u(t), Dq(t) - A*v(t))H dt = ,y, (f(t), dt))~ dt (2.2) 
for all 9 E 9(DA,); D = (l/i) d/dt. 
By using the technique of approximation as in the proof of Theorem A, 
we observed that more general result can be obtained under weaker condition 
on the resolvent. In [3], we have announced: 
THEOREM B. I f  R(h; A*) is of (j, Y, m)-growth on S then for every 
f  E&&(H) the abstract differential equation Du - Au = f  has at least one 
weak solution u E .F;$“(H), i.e., 
for all ‘p E XOS(DA.). 
(u, Dp, - A*Tj = ;f, F, (2.3) 
In this paper, we study this problem in the space of distributions. The 
method used here can be utilized also to prove Theorem B. We prove: 
THEOREM. If R(X; A*) is of (j, Y, m)-growth on 9 then for every f  E W(H) 
the abstract dzxerential equation Du - Au = f  has at least one weak solution 
u E .9’(H), i.e., 
for all q E .9(DA*). 
<u, DP - -4*cp) = (f> V> (2.4) 
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3. For proof of the above we need the following: 
LEMMA 1. Let P consist of the real axis in the h = u + ir plane minus j 
intervals of length r. There is a “const” such that for each function f  (A) = @(A) 
the Fourier transform of H-valued in$nitely differentiable function v  with 
supp p C [-a, a], we have 
s 3) --T) If(u du < const. \ If(u)l” do *P 
and 
21 I f  (4 < const. 2; I f  WI . 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
The “const”s in (3.1) and (3.2) depend on j, r and a but are independent of 
the position of j intervals. 
The proof of (3.1) is given in [l] and that of (3.2) is similar. 
LEMMA 2. If  R(h; A*) is of ( j, r, m)-growth on 9 and u E C”(D,,) is a 
solution of Du-.A%=0 on a,<t<b with u(c)=O, a<c<b, then 
u(t)-Ofora<t<b. 
Proof of Lemma 2. We shall show first that u(t) = 0 for c < t < b. 
Consider an infinitely differentiable function (scalar) f(t) defined as 
and set v(t) as 
e%W u(t), 
v(t) = () I, 
c<t<b, 
t I Cc, b). 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
It is clear that V(C) = 0 and 
Dv + iTv - A*v = -ieT”f(t) u(t). (3.6) 
Obviously, the function f(t) = -ieTt.$‘(t) u(t) is an infinitely differentiable 
H-valued function with support contained in ((II, a + S). The Fourier trans- 
form of (3.6) is 
(u + iT - A*) E(u) =f(u). (3.7) 
If we choose T(< - 1) such that the line Im h = 7 is a member of 9, by 
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the condition on the resolvent for (T E P (the real axis minus j intervals of 
length r) from (3.7) we have 
(3.8) 
< const. j$ (J 72(m--lr’~2k / f(u)lz 
< const. r2m g 1 f-12. 
Integrating (3.8) on P and then using Lemma 1 and Parseval’s formula, we get 
jr 1 v(t)j2 dt < const. 1 T )2m C fx lf(k)(t)l2 dr (3.9) --r. - -m 
which leads to 
j’ I e%(t)l” dt = const. 1 7 12m 5 1“” ( Dk(eTt&t) u(t))i2 dt 
c 0 * 
< const. I r IJrn e22rr. 
(3.10) 
From (3.10) it follows that 
1 
JI 1 a( dt < const. 1 7 j4nz e2r(b--e). (3.11) 
- r 
Setting 7 = T,, and using the hypothesis that R(X; d*) is of (j, I, m)-growth 
on 9- = {Im h = T,}“, in the lower half plane one concludes that u(t) 3 0 
in [c, a]. As OL is arbitrary to b, u(t) = 0 in [c, b]. 
An analogous method using the hypothesis on R(/\; A*) in the upper half 
plane establishes u(t) = 0 for a < t < c. 
LEMMA 3. If R(A; A*) is of (j, Y, m)-growth on 9 and 
supp(Dg, - A *qJp> c [a, b] for qJ E GqDA') 
then supp q~ C [a, 61. 
The proof immediately follows from Lemma 2. 
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LEMMA 4. If R(A; A*) is of (j, r, m)-growth on 9 then a sequence 
q~,, E g(D,,) converges to zero in 9(H) provided the sequence #n = Dy,, - A *v,, 
converges to zero in 9(H). 
Proof of Lemma 4. Let K be the compact set containing the supports of 
all #,, . By Lemma 3, supp qn , n = 1, 2 ,... are also contained in K. 
For any 7, we easily obtain 
De$,(t) + iTerty,(t) - A *er$,(t) = eT$b,(t). (3.12) 
The Fourier transform of Eq. (3.12) is 
(u + iT - A*) q) = G). (3.13) 
We choose S- such that the line Im A = r is a member of S. For u E P (the 
real axis minus j intervals of length T) in (3.13) one has 
I aI < I m A*)1 I ai 
< const. / u + i7 Im ( =)I 
< const. I D-)1. 
Further, for any positive integer k, we have 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
and by the use of Lemma 1, we obtain 
sui 1 Dm)l < const 21 1 D-u)1 . (3.16) 
Since #,, + 0 in C@(H), the right hand side of (3.16) tends to zero. Thus we 
conclude that Dkv, tends to zero uniformly on K. 
Consequently, q’la converges to zero in 9(H). 
4. Proof of Theorem 1. Let us consider the set 
and define a functional F on this subspace of 9(H) by the given f E 9’(H) as 
<F, (D - A*) v> = <f, 9~). (4.1) 
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The linearity of F is obvious and its continuity on 9(H) is verified following 
Lemma 4. By Hahn-Banach Theorem F can be extended to u defined on the 
whole space 9(H). Of course, u ES’(H) and satisfies (2.4). The proof is 
complete. 
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